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Introduction

Capsules in Society
A capsule dwelling can be seen as another form of a house.
example, a car can be seen as a compact room.

For

Almost all of the

convenience and necessities of a living room can now be found in any
car.

The car is used to transport us from one destination to another.

The destination is often times buildings outside our homes.

That is

why designers are now trying to make the car a more comfortable
place to be in.

People look for such features as reclining seats, air-

conditioning, and stereos.
with

technology

such

Engineers have equipped the automobile

as

mobile

phones,

car

computers,

electronics that allow a car to talk to the driver.
longer

a

tool

for

transportation,

but

rather

and

The car is no
an

architectural

expression of the future.
Another example is the train.

It is very much like a house, as are

cars to rooms. Trains are made up of individual cars that serve a
distinct function.
even bars.

They include bedrooms, parlours, restaurants and

Such amenities as phones and desks are included.

Riding

outside between the trains can be considered standing on a balcony
of

sorts.

Trains

were

considered

moving

houses

with

all

the

convenience of modern civilization.
Other examples include ships and airplanes.

These are forms of

transportation that require that the person spent a long length of
time on them.

The plane or train is equipped to make these passing

hours more tolerable and even enjoyable.
they are very space efficient.

As a form of a capsule

No space is ill-planned or wasted.

Everything has its own place and is tucked away.

Only Skylab can be

considered more efficient and state of the art in compaction

and

utilization of space.
The capsule
different

as a leisure home would become transportable

vacation

sites around

the country.

become ever present in our lives.

The capsule

to

would

First as transportation, primary

dwelling, secondary dwelling or vacation home.

This idea will make

the family or couple more mobile and leisure time more dynamic.
If one looks hard enough in ones everyday life, one should be able to
spot forms of capsulization.

The kitchen of almost any home could

contain the following forms of capsulization: a six-pack, T.V. dinner
tray, carton of eggs, a peanut shell and the string bean.

Other

examples in the home are the set of luggage, chest and drawers,
variety of mailing envelopes and the ordinary medication capsule.
Even the human body can be seen as an example of organization of
space

in an efficient

manner.

The ribcage

is the structure

contains and protects the organs or capsules within.
performs a separate and vital function.

that

Each organ

The heart, lungs, kidney,

liver and spleen can be compared to the separate cars on a train.

All

the cars together performing their function make-up the human body.

A Mobile

Society

The fluidity of the labor market makes it necessary for workers to
travel from job to job.

Workers often buy and sell their homes as

they relocate to a new site.

It is not uncommon for some workers to

own quite luxurious mobile homes and drive them to the new place of
work.
The mobile home of today is described as being a singlewide, or
single-section

mobile

home, usually

is 12 feet or more in width,

with a special permit, and up to 70 or 85 feet in length, built on a
permanent chassis and designed to be used as a dwelling with or
without

a permanent

utilities.
electrical

It

foundation

includes

systems.

when connected

plumbing,
A

heating,

doublewide

or

to the

required

air-conditioning,

triplewide

mobile

consists of two or more sections combined horizontally at

and
home

the

site.

Most new mobile homes are sold fully equipped;

major appliances,

furniture,

included

purchase
automatic

draperies,
price.

lamps,
Such

dishwashers,

and

carpeting

optional
automatic

are

features
garbage

as

in

the

air-conditioning,
disposals,

trash

Sectional home being lifted by helicopter.

A 1940, 8-wide mobile home.

A 1950, 8-wlde mobile home.

N.

A 1940, 8-wide mobile home.

A 1950, 8-wide mobile home.
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compactors and central vacuuming systems are also available.
home is centrally heated by gas, oil, or electric furnace.
Historical

The

Context

The origin of the first mobile home was in Detroit in 1929, and was
called a "trailer coach".
and

by

States.

1936,it

was

It soon gained popularity with the public

the

At first, the

fastest

trailers

growing
were

industry

being

in the

used for

United

recreational

purposes, but when the Great Depression hit, people began using
them as permanent shelter.
World War II caused a great shortage in housing because of the huge
defense builtup.

The federal government banned the private sales of

mobile homes, so that they could be used

for war time duties.

After

the war, the service men who had lived and worked in the trailers,
bought them as permanent housing.

Veterans and related personnel

formed a large national population that primed the housing market
for the mobile home.
By 1953, almost two-million Americans lived permanently
than 700 thousand mobile homes.

in more

There were two types of mobile

homes: the permanent dwelling unit, and the travel trailer industry
for recreational

purposes.

!953 saw the introduction of the 10 ft. wide unit which
some of the publics desire for more room.

satisfied

Further expansion on the

width was hampered by transportation problems.

But by 1959, the

12 ft. wide made its appearance and by 1970,the 14 ft. wide unit
was finally allowed to travel on almost all of the Union's highways.
The name, "manufactured housing industry" was coined in the early
1980s.

More than half of all sales are these of the 14 ft. wide

variety.

These units can provide up to 1000 sq. ft. of floor space and

the doublewide will yield some 1900 sq. ft. per unit.
Today, over 5 million people live in mobile homes.

The notion

that

mobile homes are for Gypsies and migrant workers is long since
dead.

A large number of white-collar workers live in mobile homes.

There are over 1,500 mobile home parks around the country.

These

N.

^1

An expandable 10-wide of the early 1960s.

A 12 wide of the early 1970s

r

Lu-.^

A doublewide of the late 1970s.
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Exploded view of a mobile home
The Chassis
1. C h a s s i s — h e a v y - d u t y axles, leaf springs, and
tires comprise the r u n n i n g gear
2. F r a m e — " I " b e a m — h e a v y - d u t y steel w e l d e d
frames 8 ' , 1 0 " , or 1 2 " " I " beams d e p e n d i n g
o n length of frame
3 Rigid steel outriggers and center cross members
4 Hitch — s t u r d y " I " beam hitch members —
optionally removable for cleaner appearance
The Floor System
5 B o t t o m b o a r d — t i g h t l y sealed on b o t t o m of
floor.
6. Floor i n s u l a t i o n — a l l - w e a t h e r insulation for
temperature c o n t r o l , blanket fiberglass installed
under entire floor for c o m p l e t e w e a t h e r p r o o f i n g
7. Floor joists.
8. Heat d u c t — a l u m i n u m - f r a m e d d u c t
9. 5 / 8 " d e c k i n g particle board g l u e d and fastened
to floor joists,
10. Roll g o o d s — c u s h i o n e d vinyl floor in n o n carpeted areas
The Wall System
1 1 . 2 ' x 4 ' studs
12. D a d o e d belt rails for unitized sidewall
construction.
13. 1 ' X 4 ' t o p and b o t t o m plate
14. Interior p a n e l i n g — p r e f i n i s h e d fire rated interior
paneling g l u e d and staped to sidewall studs
for unitized c o n s t r u c t i o n
15. R u g g e d metal anchor b o n d i n g ties sidewalls
to floor for additional strength

y

16. Sidewall i n s u l a t i o n — h e a v y - d e n s i t y fiberglass
insulation
17. Trim to harmonize w i t h exterior decor
18 Rigid exterior metal is prefinished aluminum
w i t h b a k e d - o n enamel finish
The Roof/Ceiling System
19 Decorative ceiling board
20 Gusseted truss-type rafters for extra roof
strength
2 1 . Blanket fiberglass insulation b e t w e e n rafters.
22. Steel straps full length of roof over rafters
support insulation and galvanized roof
b e t w e e n rafters
2'J Thick fiberglass roll insulation over rafters
24 Vapor barrier on w a r m side of roof to prevent
condensation b u i l d u p .
25 Galvanized steel one-piece roof.
W i n d o w s and Doors
26. Large a l u m i n u m - f r a m e d w i n d o w s w i t h
screens and optional storm w i n d o w s
27. Egress w i n d o w s for emergency exit from
every sleeping room
Mechanical Service Systems
28. Electrical, p l u m b i n g , heating, and construction
c o n f o r m to or exceed the Federal Mobile
H o m e C o n s t r u c t i o n and Safety Standards

X.

^

Site plan of a proposed mobile home park system.
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Thesis

Statement

My interest lies in the study of the capsule design in architecture.
The use of the word capsule would stand for a new prefab type of
housing that would be tied together with a central tower.

This

tower

that

would

be

a vertical

shaft

of

traditional

construction

would hold the capsules in place.
The capsule would be an interesting form of housing to study.
would offer

mobility

in that the owner could detach himself

the structure and move to another site.

advanced

from

The concept of the mobile

home is inherent in the capsule as a prefab dwelling unit.
that would only be the beginning.

It

However,

The use of hi-tech materials and

industrialized design approaches would set the capsule

apart from the standard mobile home.
Each

capsule

could

be

unique

in

its , interior

layout.

In

apartments, one is limited to modifications or permanent
made to the unit;
modifying
things

not so here.

must

remain

connections to the structure.

changes

The tenant has has more flexibility in

his capsule to his personal needs or wants.

that

most

unaltered

would

be

The only

the

mechanical

The utility area would be the same for

all.
I believe

with

the

newly

expanded Zaragosa

Port of

Entry

into

Mexico, that the capsules could be assembled and finished in Ciudad
Juarez

through the Twin Plant concept.

Through the

Twin-Plant

approach, manufacturing of a product would be completed in Mexico,
with managerial support coming from El Paso.

They could then be

shipped into the United States through the also newly expanded Loop
375.

An existing

industrial park could handle the

conventional

construction of the towers if need be.

Scope
My proposed project would be an apartment tower.
apartments would be composed of

the

The individual

apartment capsule unit.

The

capsule units will be
twenty stories or so.

located

in

a vertical,

hi-rise

structure

of

Context
The project study will be proposed for the city of El Paso.
The
proposed site will be in the Ysleta area, within the boundaries of the
Lower Valley District.

Design Issues
The design
follows:

issues

that would concern

my project would

1.

Employing the Capsule Design

System in Architecture

2.

The Use and Aesthetics of Technology

be

as

X.
The Fantasy of Technology
and the Beauty of Architecture
Expanded Thesis Statement

The basis for my thesis would be to bring together t e c h n o l o g y of
architecture

and the mass

produced

building

industry,

(mobile

home concept), into a viable and aesthetic response to a multi-story
residential

construction.

The mobile home, important in the sense of movement in America, is
also acknowledged as the country's only successful mass produced
dwelling

unit.

At

present

we

accept

them

with

reservations,

locating them in less desirable locations in the community.
yet,

the

architectural

and

design

professions

interest in their design and construction.
architects

who

have

examined

a

have

As of

shown

little

It is quite apparent to

mobile

home

that

enormous

improvements could be made in their design if cooperation between
architects and the mobile home industry were to become a reality.
One of the immediate prospects for the modest introduction of the
idea of movement

into architecture embodies some aspects of the

mobile home.
I would take existing technology in the mobile home industry and
mass produced dwelling units, and combine them with conventional
multi-story

construction

of

20-25

floors.

Included

would

be

elevators, stairs, areas of circulation and possibly public spaces as
well.
within

All plumbing or "wet" spaces would be housed permanently
the

structure,

designed

into

structure

would

the
be

thus

dwelling
hoisted,

system, the complete factory

preserving
unit
by

or

only

pod.

means

of

built dwelling

living
Into
a

areas
this

to

be

multi-story

permanent

unit similar to

built-in
mobile

homes.
These units would have to be built to certain dimensional standards
for wide acceptance in the mass-produced, building industry.

They

would be transported from city to city on wheels, by train, or even
by helicopters.

These factory manufactured dwelling units would be

non-structural shells and would have readily accessible connections

for all services. Having been raised to a certain floor, they would be
rolled or slid into place.
It would be possible for people to move from one city to another
with all their furniture, clothes and belongings kept intact within
the apartment. Special safety measures, such as air bags, would
keep everything safe and in place.

y
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Design Goals

1.

To design a high-rise apartment through the use of the capsule
design approach.

2.

To enhance the aesthetics of technology for public acceptance.

3.

To use advanced materials in the design of the dwelling unit.

4.

To use industrialized methods for the creation of the dwelling
unit.

5.

To make the dwelling unit removable from the high-rise
structure.
T o allow for flexibility in interior space planning.

6.
7.

To make the dwelling units transportable in all states of the
Union.

8.

To have the dwelling units factory finsihed.

9.

To have the dwelling unit tailored to existing industrialized
design technology.

10.

To express technology through a sculptural approach on the
structural tower and dwelling unit.

Critical Design Objectives
The Dwellino Unit or Capsule:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Make certain that the dwelling unit can accommodate from one
to three bedrooms.
The dwelling units must contain no plumbing services or
features.
The shell of the capsule must have limited openings to sustain
structural integrity.
The exterior of the capsule must be composed of a material
that will require as little maintenance as possible.
The capsule must be able to be lifted with all furnishings
inside.
Living space should not be cramped by American standards,
Interior partitions should be movable for flexibility of floor
space.
An unobstructed view for each tenant should be available.
Each capsule should be designed to open up into the tower's
plumbing space without conflict of space planning or design.
Must be possible to remove each capsule without effecting the
rest.

The High-rise

Tower

Structure:

1.
2.
3.
4.

The tower should be able to support the capsule without any
complicated structural system.
The capsule to tower connection should be kept as simple and
maintenance free as possible.
A vertical lifting device should be housed on the roof of the
tower.
The lifting device or crane should be able to access all sides of
the tower.

5.
6.
7.

The height of the tower should not exceed twenty stories,
Reinforced-concrete should be considered for its versatility
and sculptural qualities.
Enhance the sculptural quality of the materials and technology
whenever possible.

Circulation:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
Public

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Outdoor-viewing elevators should be used.
Avoid long, dark corridors or hallways.
Try to introduce natural illumination whenever possible into
the hallways or public spaces.
Try to keep the square footage of the tower to a minimum by
clustering the capsules.
Try to incorporate the firestairs as a significant design
feature of the structure.
A service elevator should be made available to the roof for
maintenance of the roof crane.
Avoid the high-rise slab profile.
Spaces:

The ground floor should be dedicated to for retail, commercial
and /or community services.
Avoid dead end corridors or secluded spaces.
All public spaces should be well lit and visible for security
reasons.
Lobby should be friendly and inviting.
All services or businesses should be accessible only from
outside the apartment structure.
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Background Study

Location
The city of El Paso, which stretches across 226 square miles, is
located at the western most tip of the State of Texas and just
north of the Rio Grande River. It's sister city, Ciudad Juarez, is is
located on the south banks of the Rio Grande River in the State of
Chihuahua, Mexico. El Paso is bordered by New Mexico in the west
and north. Mexico lies to the south and Hudspeth County to the
east. This makes development possible in only two directions; to
the northwest area and to the southeast, which the latter is the
current trend today.

Climate
One of the strong points for El Paso is it's climate. It is referred
to by many as the Sun City for its abundance of sunshine year round
(80-85%). With relatively a mild temperature through out the year.
El Paso has a warm summer with very low humidity, scant rainfall,
and a cool winter with few days of snow.

History
El Paso was colonized in 1680 by Spanish Conquistadors on their
way to exploring the southwest. The route they followed was later
called the Paseo Del Norte, or Pass to the North.
In 1821, Mexico gained independence from Spain, which in turn
made the El Paso area part of the Mexican Nation. It was not until
February 2, 1848 that El Paso became part of Texas with the
signing of the Guadalupe Hidalgo Treaty between Mexico and the
United States. This treaty also established the Rio Grande River
the international boundary between the two nations.

Environmental

Features

The corner of the West Texas region is comprised of approximately
677,120 acres (1,058 sq. miles) that make up the County of El Pso.
Soil conditions are typical of the southwest area which include

•/

rough desert terrain by the Franklin Mountains and turn into fertile
farmland by the Rio Grande River.
Drainage occurs to the south
from both the upper and lower valley into the Rio Grand River, The
Franklin Mountains are the tip of the Rockies and extend from the
downtown area out to the north about 16 miles. The highest peaks
are at 7,167 feet and the lowest at 4,687 feet above sea level.

Population
The population for the city of El Paso is 505.700 in 1987 and
580,500 for the County of El Paso. Within the past 30 years El
Paso's population has increases 54 percent and the county's by 59
percent.
This increase is approximately
3 percent and 3,28
percent annually, respectively.
By including the estimated
1,000,000 (1987) population of Ciudad Jaurez, with that of El Paso
yields an international metropolitan area of approximately
1,600,000 people. This figure places the city of El Paso 4th in the
ranking of Texas' largest cities and 26th in the Nation. Within an
estimated radius of 300 miles, the city of El Paso is the Nation's
largest.
Future projections for the year 2010, population is
expected to be within 745,00 and 760,000 persons.1

Community

Composition

The city of El Paso is characterized by the 'Five Finger Plan'. Each
district or area is represented by a finger on the open hand, with
the arm representing Mexico.
This concept is derived from
the
fact that El Paso is composed of five geographically
unique
planning districts.
Each district can be identified by it's distinct
economy and life-style.
The five districts are listed and described below:
The West Side: (The pinky finger), Is comprised of rough mountain
terrain that is difficult to develop.
The district has the highest
income per capita due to the middle and higher level economic
professionals and white collar workers.
The area is expected to
out pace the rest of the city in growth in the next few years.
The Northeast: (The ring finger). Is located between the Franklin
Mountains to the West and Ft. Bliss Military Reservation to the
east.
This section of the city is chiefly military oriented and

contains the most heterogeneous population with large numbers of
Blacks, Orientals and Hispanics.
The military reservation covers 1,850 sq. miles and is named Ft.
Bliss. It is also known as the Air Defense Center of the Free World
and includes the German Air Defense School. To the north it abutts
with the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico, and the El Paso
International Airport to the south.
The population of Ft, Bliss is
estimated at 23,000 living both on and off the base. The base is
responsible for $559.3 million being pumped in the city's economy.
William Beamont Army Medical Center is located off base, is
considered one of the finest and largest military hospitals in the
country.
The Central Area: (The middle finger). The downtown area has the
majority of the city's financial and legal services as well as
containing over half of the available office space. However, it has
lost it's grip of the retail market to new shopping centers on the
East Side. Ethnic composition is predominately Hispanic.
The East Side:
(The pointer finger).
This area has gained
distinction as being the new retail center of the city. It is also
fastest growing district for the past twenty years.
Middle
upper level wage earners and young professionals reside in
area.
The Lower Valley:
(The thumb),
farmland and borders the Rio Grande
2010, the Lower Valley will contain
the city.
The history of the region
heavily influenced by the Indian and

the
the
and
the

This area contains irrigated
River to the south. By the year
the highest population base in
spans over 400 years and is
Mexican cultures.

Transportation
The city of El Paso is served primarily by Interstate 10, which runs
east/west
directly through the center of the city. Loop 375 runs
along the border and soon will be completed to encompass the city.
Interstate 25 connects to Las Cruces and 1-110 which connects the
mexican border to 1-10. Transcontinental highways include U.S. 54,
which runs north/south to Chicago, U.S. 62 to Niagra Falls, U.S. 85
to Canadian highway 35, and Mexico 45, from Ciudad Juarez to
Mexico City and Guadalajara.

^/

The El Paso area is served by 40 regular route motor freight
common carriers, five railroads and ten commercial/airfreight
airlines, with more than 140 daily flights to and from the Sun City,
During 1987, the El Paso International Airport has served more
than 2,652,251 passengers on 6,700 acres of land with it's own
Foreign Trade Zone. For the past 25 years, the Airport has logged
96.3 percent of perfect flying weather and has regularly come in
first in "on time" service. In 1986 the Airport has ranked 62 among
the largest airlines in the country. It is served by over 400 based
aircraft with numerous charter services.
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Site Analysis
Outline

Advantages:
Easy access - located on a southeast corner off of Loop 375 and
Alameda Dr.
International border - the newly expanded Zaragosa Port of
Entry is just south on Loop 375 and provides access into the
sister city of Juarez, Mexico.
Traveling - the site is connected to the rest of the city by Loop
375 that runs north/south from the Border Freeway to
Interstate 10.

East/west connections are Alameda Dr. and North

Loop.
*

Environment - the setting is semi-rural with agriculture as the
regions main means of support.

The air is clean and fresh and

urban noise and pollution is at a minimum.
*

Future developments - the site is located in an area that is
being proposed as a new Ysleta Cultural District.

The new

district would include, but limited to, a Mexican Cultural
Center, an Indian Cultural Center, Intercultural Library, Open-air
Market, and new open spaces with water attractions.
*

Industry - the Pan American Industrial Park is located off of
Loop 375 and the Zaragosa Port of Entry.

This allows for a short

travel time and distance to the site for shipments and
deliveries of finished dwelling units.

Factories could be located

in Mexico using the Twin-Plant concept and trucked back into El
Paso.
*

Expansion - the site is large enough to handle any expansion or
growth for the future.

The region is steadily increasing in

population and development towards the east.

Disadvantages:
*

Safety - crossing of Loop 375 is still a pedestrian hazard.
Walkways and pedestrian overpasses should be designed in with
the proposed expansion of the Loop.

Crosswalks and other

safety measures should be considered.
*

Shopping - distance to a major shopping center is a problem.
The majority of the city's shopping centers are located in the
east side of town.

However, with the new expansion of Loop

375, access to these locations should be simplified.
*

Lower Valley - the site is located in the Lower Valley which is
prone to flooding during heavy rains.

A drainage system does

exist, but any future construction should consider soil and
water table

conditions.
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Activity

Analysis

User Needs

1.
2.

Safety - interior, exterior, equipment, circulationpedestrian/vehicle
Open Space: hierarchy, private, commercial
a.

private - unit, balcony

b.

small group - street, pedestrian way

c.

larger groups - common

d.

community - recreational

lands

3.
4.

Childrens play
Daylight, ventilation, space around buildings

5.
6.

Sunlight - orientation
Microclimate - controlled environment, space, shelter

7.

Privacy - visual barriers and unit orientation

8.

Noise - children, machines/autos, between units, between
rooms

9.

Opportunities for private

ownership

10.

Opportunities for self

11.

Access - identity of units

12.

Servicing and services

13.

Emergency access

14.
15.

Public transit access
Removal - refuse, garbage removal

16.
17.
18.

Deliveries
Organizations of dwellings
Public/Visitor, indoor meeting area

expression

Activity

Analysis

Public Service

Primarv

Secondarv

Individual

Time

Interval

All Times

Depends

Parking

Loading,
Unloading

Residents,
Visitors

Parking

Loading,
Unloading

Service,
Delivery

8:00 a.m.5:00 p.m.

Depends

Arrival,
Departure

Parking,
Leaving

Residents,
Visitors

All Times

Depends

Arrival,
Departure

Mail,
packages

Residents,
Visitors

All Times

Depends

Arrival,
Departure

Deliver Mail,
Pick-up Mail

Delivery

8:00 a.m.5:00 p.m.

Depends

Arrival,
Departure

Children,
parents

Residents,
Visitors

Depends

Depends

Maintenance,
Service

Refuse
removal

Residents

All Times

Depends

Maintenance,
Service

Refuse
removal

Service

8:00 a.m.5:00 p.m.

2 times
per week

Maintenance,
Service

Storage

Residents

8:00 a.m.5:00 p.m.

Depends

Capsule
Movement

Furniture
moving

Service

8:00 a.m.5:00p.m.

Depends

Activity

Analysis

Residents and Visitors

Time

nterval

Primary

Secondary

Individual

Individual,
Groups

Entertaining
relaxing

Residents,
Visitors

All Times

Depends

Dining

Writing,
discussions

Residents,
Visitors

All Times

Depends
3/Day

Food
Prep.

Storing food,
service

Residents

All Times

Depends
3/Day

Sleeping

Love

Residents

All Times

Depends

Laundry

Ironing
Depends

Residents

Depends

Personal
Hygiene

Grooming,
toiletry

Residents,
Visitors

All Times

Depends

Outdoors

Barbecue
tanning

Residents,
Visitors

Depends

Depends

Space ChfirkiJQt

Structural

Towpr-

Circulation; Vertical and Horizontal
Public elevators
Service elevators
Firestairs
Hallways or corridors
Resident Spaces
Entryway
Kitchen
Bathroom
Laundry
Storage
Public Spaces
Hallways or corridors
Balconies
Lobby
Daycare
Meeting
Equipment
HVAC
Mechanical
Electrical
Plumbing
Roof crane

Miscellaneous
Storage
Managers office
Janitor's room
Waste disposal

Dwelling

Unit:

Interior Spaces
Living room
Dining room
Bedroom(s)
Storage
Balcony

Space Analvsis
Public/Service

Requirements

Activity

Space Required

Parking

Resident, employee,
visitor, service

Arrival,
departure

Resident, visitor,
loading/unloading

Entering,
mail,
exiting

Lobby,

Pick-up,
Deliveries

Storage, mail

Refuse
removal
storage

Refuse room service
for
each
floor,

Mechanical
service

Mechanical room(s)
storage room(s)

Capsule
moving

Roof hoisting system

Ground

Capsule delivery area

service

restrooms,

information

Space Analvsis
Resident/Visitor

Requirements

Activity

Space Required

Entertaining

Living area

Dining

Dining area

Cooking

Kitchen area

Sleeping

Bedroom(s)

Laundry

Laundry area

Personal Hygiene

Bathroom(s)

Unpacking

Storage, closets

Outdoors

Balcony

Space Analysis
Public/Service Space

Space
Required

# of
Occupants

Area per
Occupant

# of
Spaces

Sq. ft.
Area

Sq. ft.
Net Area

Loading,
unloading

Depends
400 sq. ft.
(two cars) per car

1

800

800

Lobby

Depends

-

1

1500

1500

Daycare

20

12

1

240

240

Meeting

40

10

1

400

400

1

40

1

40

40

Restroom
Pick-up,
delivery.

Depends
(3 cars)

50

1

150

150

Refuse
collection

Depends
(1 truck)

100

1

100

100

Refuse
storage

-

-

1

250

250

Refuse
disposal

-

-

Depends

15

-

1

300

Transformer
vault
Electrical
closet

-

-

Depends

15

Mechanical
room

-

-

1

600

Depen(

300

Depeni

600

Resident
storage

600

600

Capsule
Moving

200

400

400

Capsule
Delivery

225

450

450

N et
Space

One truck
Area

for

Public/Service
5,830 sq.ft.

Space Analysis
Resident Space

Space
Required
Efficiency

# of
Area per
Occupants Occupants

# of
Spaces

Sq. ft.
Area

Sq. ft.
Net Area

1

250-300

24

500

7,200

One and two
Bedroom(s)

1-3

500-600

44

600

26,400

Three
Bedrooms

1-5

1000-1200

14

1200

16,800

Penthouse

1-5

2400-2800

1

2800

2800

84

100-200

2800

Balcony

Depends

Net Area for Resident Spaces
Sq. ft.

-

56,000

Space Analysis
Vehicle Parking Space

Space

Sq. ft. per
# of
# of
Occuoants Parkino Soaces
Soace

Required

Sq. ft.
Net Area

Resident
Parking

220

1.75 per
unit (81) = 142

320

45,440

Employee
Visitor

5
20

5
20

320
320

1600
6,400

Service,
Delivery

1 refuse truck
3 cars

1
3

600
500

600
1,500

Handicapped

Net Area for Parking

2% of total
= 4 spaces

55,540 Sq. ft.

Space Analysis
Area Calculations

Space

Net Area

Public/Service
Spaces

5,830Sq. ft.

Resident
Spaces

56,000 Sq.ft.

Vehicle Parking Spaces

55,540 Sq. ft.

Space

Calculation

Grpss Area

Public/Service Spaces

5,830/.70

= 8,329 Sq, ft.

Resident Spaces

56,000/.80

= 70,000 Sq. ft.

Vehicle Parking Spaces

55,540/.85

Gross Total Square Feet

Formula

used:

Gross Area = Net Usable Area/% Efficiency

= 65,341 Sq. ft.

= 143,670
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Systems

Performance

Performance

Criteria

The overall parts that make up a system in a building must function
together to provide intended results for the owner and user. It is
important that the systems chosen should work well with with a
mixed-system use in architecture.
Listed below are a list of the
systems covered in this section.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Structural
Enclosure
Mechanical
Electrical
Fire Safety

structural
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

System

Should withstand all loads placed against the tower; live and
dead loads, wind forces and temperature changes.
Should place special attention to the capsules that are
supported "outside" the tower. Bracing should be designed to
withstand wind loads around the capsule. Movement of the
capsule should be kept to a minimum.
Should display the technology of the structure as a design
element.
Should use non-combustionable materials in the construction
of the tower.
Should allow for the hoisting of at least 900 lbs. (capsule)
from the ground to the highest required level.
Should allow for flexibility of design.
Should meet all local codes and UBC requirements.

Enclosure
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Should protect the interior of the tower from the infiltration
of heat and cold, wind and rain, light and dirt while the
apartment capsules are absent from their location.
Should resist high velocity winds.
Should protect interior from strong, direct sun exposure
Should reflect, at least in spirit, the traditional, social,
religious, and historical context of the community.
Should meet all local codes and UBC requirements

Mechanical
1.
2.
3.
4.

3.
4.

2.

System

Should allow for connection with the apartment capsules.
Should provide for permanent and capsule apartments within
the same system.
Should be allow for disconnection from capsules when
necessary.
Should meet all local codes and UBC requirements.

Fire Safety
1.

System

Should allow for connection of the apartment capsules without
any installation or maintenance difficulties.
Should allow for disconnection before capsule is removed.
Should provide for all needs of permanent and capsule
apartments within the same system.
Should meet all local codes and UBC requirements.

Electrical
1.
2.

System

Systems

Should provide vertical and horizontal fire protection from one
capsule to the next.
Should provide fire-rescue crews with access into each
capsule.

3.
4.

Should use non-combustionable materials in the design of the
capsules.
Should meet all local codes and UBC requirements.
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CASE STUDIES
Data:
Project:
Architect:
Year:
Location:

The Nakagin Capsule Tower Building
Kisho Kurokawa
1972
'
Tokyo

Summary:
Located downtown, the Nakagin Tower is not intended to function as
an apartment, but rather as a single bedroom dwelling unit for short,
periodic stays. It was primarily designed for the business man who
lives outside the city and commutes to work.
There are 144
capsules attached to two central service core towers, eleven and
thirteen stories. The capsules are designed to be removed when
desired. This would be following in the tradition of the Metabolist
movement that requires ^architecture to be ever changing for social,
economic or technoiogical reasons.

Purpose:
To relieve a shortage of housing in the downtown district of Tokyo,
This building provides an extra overnight space, studio or a place in
which to relax.

Technology:
The design focus for the Nakagin building are the capsule units that
cantilever from a concrete shaft.
Each capsule offers utilities,
interior fittings, television sets and the like which were fitted at
the factory.
They are then taken to the site and installed and
secured to their locations by four high-tension bolts onto the
central circulation tower.
The general structural design of the capsule is an all-welded,
lightweight, steel truss box.
This design is taken from
containerization for trans-oceanic freight from the shipbuilding
technology.

Structure:
The two central shafts are used for vertical circulation, equipment
containers and the core in which the capsules are attached. They are
made of a steel-frame and reinforced concrete, rigid frame
structure. From the basement to the second floor, ordinary concrete
is used. After that, lightweight concrete is used. The two towers
are connected at every third level to provide an alternative escape
route for the tenants.

Oroanization:
The building is basically made up of three parts: the main structure,
which includes stairs and elevators shafts; the capsules, which are
shipped from the factory to the site, 90% complete. There are seven
capsules per level for each tower; and the mechanical room and
prefabricated units for piping.

Conclusion:
The building functions as a hotel, office building and apartment.
Problems of security arise because someone has to monitor the
traffic of people in and out of the building at all times. This means
that the building must be kept open at all hours and would raise fuel
costs overall. Hot water has already been cut-off at night.
The main problem with the building is the living capsules. They are
just too small and cramped for any extended visit. Inside, the unit

is 7,5 ft. wide, 12.5 long and 6.9 ft. high. Water vapor from the
shower and cigarette smoke have been known to set off the fire
alarm. At 100 square feet, maintainance is around $75 a month, high
by any standard.
The capsules would have to offer more interior room if they are to
be accepted in the U.S. Americans won't be inclined to live in a bird
cage at such high maintainance costs.

Data:
Project:
Architect:
Year:
Location:

The Karuizawa Capsule House
Kisho Kurokawa
1974
Karuizawa, Japan

Summary:
This capsule summer house is very similar to the Nakagin Capsule
Tower, except that it is a one-family residential unit instead of a
high-rise apartment. This home uses the same type of capsule as
does the Nakagin Tower, except that each capsule has a different
function. The house has managed to capture the technology of the
capsule with the serenity of a warm,
home-sweet-home
environment.

Seci.on

Purpose:
This house is a micro-study of mixed-systems in architecture.

The

house adapts the same technology used in the larger scaled versions
of capsule
Japan.

housing and the strict traditions of social customs

in

It shows that this method of design can be adapted to severe

site conditions and to the personal demands and tastes of the client.

Technology:
The four capsules in this building are prefabricated, rust-red Corten
steel capsules.

The Corten capsules are are a logical solution to the

Nakagin capsule which were to cramped in space.
design are actually

three

modules connected together to

spaces of different functions.

provide

There is a service module, a sleeping

module, and a living or leisure module.
several configurations.

These Corten

They can be arranged in

The structure of the capsule is a rigid frame

made of quarter-round, rolled steel 3.2 mm (0,13 in) thick.

These

rigid units are then bolted to the reinforced-concrete shaft with the
same high-tension bolts used in the Nakagin tower and cantilevered
in the same way.

Structure:
See Technology above.

Organization:
The

house

is built on a very

steep slope with the

structure used as parking space.

roof of the

Below that level is the living room

and the capsules that make up the rest of the house.
level

is a reinforced-concrete

shaft

that

provides

ground level and support for the capsules.
for vertical circulation.

The lowest

access

to

the

A round staircase is used

The bedroom capsules are beside each other

and command the best view form the hill.

To one side of them is the

kitchen or culinary capsule that contains the latest in electronic and
hydraulic technology.

To the other side of the sleeping capsules is

the tea-ceremony capsule.

It is a fine copy of one of the plans from

the Tea Master, Msakazu Kobori, one of Japan's greatest tea-masters
that lived in the sixteenth century.

The 2.5m by 4m dimensions of

the capsule are the same used in traditional tea rooms.

The round

windows are copies of a traditional round window design used in tea
houses.

The capsule also uses shoji

mats), chigaidana,
The

interior

of

screens, tatami

mats

or uneven shelves, and the tokonoma,
the

central

living

room

is

finished

(straw

(alcove).
with

wood

paneling for a country home feeling.

Conclusion:
This a very interesting house because it demonstrates the use of hitech methods with the use of country warm materials.
contradicting

elements

architecture.

It is wide spread throughout Japan and is the main

principle

in

Japan

behind the developing

is

of the

referred

to

The use of

mix-systems

as

Both/And

industrialized

architecture.
The interior is warm and inviting.

The organization of the capsules

around the parameter allows for efficiency in movement and access.
The living room becomes the focal point from the entry, but is soon
upstaged by the hi-tech capsule interiors.

The way the capsules

cling to the house core, is symbolic of two worlds merging together.

Once again, the Both/And philosphy of Japan is apparant in the
imagery and functional spaces.
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Data:
Project:
Architect:
Year:
Location:

Kibogaoka Youth Castle
Tatsuhiko Nakajima & GAUS (Institute of General
Arts and Urban Studies)

1972
Shiga Prefecture

Summary:
The Kibogaoka Youth Castle is located in a 2000-acre mountain
resort. The tower was designed to serve as a visual focal point and
to express the technological expression of the mixed systems
approach to capsule design. The capsules that hang from the tower
are used as sleeping and study rooms. The resort is made up of three
areas: sports, outdoor activities, and culture.
The tower is the
central piece in the cultural district.
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Purpose:
To serve
housing

as an architectural
industry.

construction.

The

tower

example

of

mixed systems

is of conventional

and

in

the

traditional

While the capsules are an assemblage of prefabricated

components.

Technology:
The cylindrical tower that supports the capsules is constructed of
reinforced-concrete.

Each floor holds nine capsules that are not

equipped with a private bath.

Separate service capsules are added to

each level to provide such services.
to a very small area.

This helps confine the plumbing

The capsules have an outer skin of FPR, (finer-

reinforced plastic), with an inner layer of bent and grooved
plates.

steel

Each capsule is braced and suspended from the tower by the

use of cantilevered concrete beams and steel rods that run from top
to bottom of the tower.

After each unit is in place, post-tensioning

is applied to the rods by the use of an oil jack located at the top of
the tower.

This design allows for some degree of structural safety

in earthquakes.

The combination of compression and tension in the

design is to insure some protection from the irregular vertical and
horizontal forces present in an earthquake.

Structure:
See Technology.

Organization:
The building is composed of a cylindrical tower which houses the
elevators and stairs.

The roof of the tower contains the crane that

lifts and lowers the individual capsules into their positions.

The

mechanical and equipment rooms are housed right below the crane.
There are six
fashion.

levels that accommodate the capsules

Each level contains

service capsules.

nine dwelling

in a radial

units with

connecting

There are two round windows on the outer wall of

each capsule There is an observation deck right below the first level
of capsule and above the last level of capsules.
made

up

of

window-walls

all

the

way

These floors are

around

to

provide

an

unobstructed view in all directions.

Conclusion:
The Kibogaoka Youth Castle uses technology in unimposing manner.
It

expresses

the

technology

sculptural quality.

with

strong

rythym

patterns

and

However, the use of the reinforced-concrete

is

left undecorated and leaves the viewer with a feeling of a harsh and
brutal

architecture.

The

rectangular

capsules

with

their

round

windows offers and interesting facade with textural patterns.

The

upper levels of the tower remind me of an abandoned smoke stack
with no real connection with the advanced technology used in the
capsules.

The

exposed

roof

cranes

looks

like

giant

television

atennas.
The

organization

of

the capsules

gives

unobstructed view of the mountain resort.

each

user

an

excellent

The radial design allows

the roof crane to easily lift or lower any individual capsule.

I feel it

offers an imposing image of advanced architecture and is able to
stand alone against the horizon.
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Data:
Project:

Architect:

Year:
Location:

Research on Potential of Advanced Technoloov
for Housing.
A Building System Based on Filament Winding.
An Architectural Research Laboratory Project (ARL)
In Association with Aerojet-General Corporation
Sponsored by the U.S. Department of Defense
1968
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor; ARL

Summary:
The research conducted by the University-Aerojet group and
sponsored by the U.S. Defense Department was compiled to design a
new building system for an industrialized society at a low cost and
higher quality for the consumer. Design development centers around
the filament winding (a process derived from the Aerospace program
for the manufacture of reinforced plastic structures) technique that
allows for many structural possibilities through new materials and
technologies.

Purpose:
In August 1967 the Department of Defense announced it's intentions
to help reduce ownership cost of military housing as well as helping
to solve the Nation's mass housing problem through new technology,
materials and processes.
An important objective of the contract
was to maintain livability standards existing in currently available
adequate housing. The report is intended as a forum of ideas rather
than techniques, which are not meant to be the final end result. It is
important to use these structural innovations in terms of an
industrial framework that will intrigue national development.

Technology:
The Filament-Wound Building System employs a structural shell that
is made by two basic operations: Spinning the inner and outer skins
of the sandwich; and filling the space between skins with a rigid
core material.
The result is a monocoque sandwich structure with equal thickness
skins, (0.10 to 0.15 inches), consisting of 80% glass fibers and 20%
polyester resin by weight.
The core is "nonburning" (ASTM)
polyurethane foam with a thickness of 6 to 9 inches, depending on
the width of the shell. The length of a shell is limited to 36 feet
due to limitations of the winding equipment.
A 20X32X8-foot shell
weighs in at 8,905 pounds, including interior elements.

Structure:
The dwelling unit is composed of a subsystem made up of nine
components: 1. Shell;
2. Endwall Enclosure;
3. Interior Panels;
4. Floor Assembly; 5. Storage Units; 6. Bathrooms and Plumbing; 7.
Heating, Cooling and Ventilation; 8. Electrical System;
9. Supports.
Each unit is limited to a 20 foot clear span due to structural
reasons.
Precast concrete units (blocks or beams) attached with
through-bolts to reinforced areas of the shell.
Foundations are
either precast or poured in place, depending on site conditions.
Plumbing and duct work are located in the floor assembly.

Organization:
Unit connections are made through five possible
layout
combinations:
1. Front Connected; 2. Top Connected; 3. Side Connected; 4. Side &
Top Connected; 5. Elevated.
When joined together, they form three to four bedroom single-family
units. The proposed building system offers no great limitations on
the site planning. They can be clustered or placed as detached
houses with little trouble in varying terrain and density
requirements. Openings in the unit are recommended only on the
endwalls to limit cutting into the shell for structural reasons.

Conclusion:
The research sponsored by the U.S. Department of Defense is helpful
in stepping out of the mold of the standard mobile home concept.
The use of reinforced plastics is not new, but the application of the
material to the industrialized housing scene is.
The use of the
filament-wound plastic shell offers an excellent starting point for
further design applications. The curved shape of the shell should
help destroy the stereotype of the standard mobile home as being
stale and unimaginative.
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Data:
Project:
Architect:
Year:
Location:

The Monsanto House of the Future
Hamilton and Goody
1957
Disneyland, California

Summary:
This house of the future was designed as an attraction at Disneyland
and was visited by over 2,000,000 people during it's 10-year
before being dismantled in 1967.
unique

structural

reinforced

polyester

application

life

It was primarily known for it's
using

cantilevered,

glass-fiber

shells.

Purpose:
To demonstrate the advanced building technology and applications of
plastics in modern industrialized housing conditions.

Technology:
Full advantage

was taken of the ability

of reinforced plastics

to

provide strong, stiff, doubly-curved shells for the four cantilevered,
self-supporting wings of this cross-shaped house.

The floor was a

sandwich with reinforced plastic upper and lower faces bonded to a
honeycomb core of phenolic resin impregnated paper.

The

lower

shell and floor sandwich were bonded together at their edges to
form true monocoque "wings" designed to resist the full floor load,
snow load, earthquakes, and ninety-mph winds.

It has survived such

conditions with no discernible distortion or sign of distress.
Bathrooms

were

premolded

reinforced

plastic

units.

All flooring,

wall coverings, piping, foam insulation and other features

utilized

plastics.

Structure:
The house was rested on a square, reinforced concrete, entry core
which served as the foundation.

The seat of the house contained

duct work and plumbing lines that connected directly into the floor

mm^-m^^

unit of each shell. A steel angle foot block was also connected to
the seat
that provided support for the cantilevered shell from
within the floor unit. At all four corners of the central core, were
pipe columns made of spiral glass that supported four laminated
wood parameter beams. At the roof where all shell units crossed,
were located tension ties braced against the beams.
Destruction of the house proved to be almost an impossible job.
Testimony to the structural technology and application of advanced
building materials.
The 3,000 lb. steel wreaking balls bounced off the sides of the
walls, chain saw blades broke and the demolition crane that was
supposed to tear it loose, managed only to pull itself off it's
mountings. Eventually, choke cables were used to crush the house.

Organization:
The house was designed in a cross fashion.
the entry on ground level.

The central core provide

Stairs took you to the second level of the

core where the kitchen and restrooms were located.

Two

shells

contain the bedrooms while the other two contained the living and
dining rooms.

The dining room provided two exterior doors to stairs

that led to the lawn.

The living room had a patio and access to the

ground level.

Conclusion:
The house serves as an excellent example on structural applications
for reinforced-plastics.

The cantileved span demonstrates the how

plastics can overcome some of the most difficult stress conditions
and combinations.

The exterior

is curved and smooth, which is

pleasing to look at.

It is so simple, one wonders how it is possible

for the shells to remain suspended.
approach and elegant in its simplicity.

It is graceful in its structural

Plug-in Capsule Homes 1964 Warren Chalk
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Bathroom tower for a student dorm.

' \

Steel structure slung from mast, containing thirty

inset g.r.p. bathroom pods around the spiral.

By the Farrel/Grimshaw Partnership,

Transportable units by Angela Hareiter.
sleeping rooms are added.

Basic kitchen/bathroom to which living and

Shell service station by the Compagnie de I'Esthetique Industrielle, Paris,
Corner detail and general view.
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•Futuro' house by Matti Suuronen. Finnish weekend house with drop-leaf door, carried
on tubular steel cradle.

Spheroid housing project by Guy de Moreau.

Ski lodge units by Komatsu Plastic Industry, Japan, are delivered with two service units
slacked inside.
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Variable f.r.p. housing system by Pascal and Claude Hausermann.
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Product Development
New Materials

Fiber

Re-inforced

Plastics

For most people, including engineers and designers, the word
"plastics" evoke an image of discarded litter or cheap consumer
products that we know are not meant to last. Such goods represent
over two-thirds of the plastics produced in this country, but by no
means represent the potential of the material.
Re-inforced plastics are now reaching the markets that carry
aircraft, automobiles, boats, sporting gear, electrical equipment,
housing, water and sewage treatment, and a host of growing
applications where traditional materials have failed.
These FRP,
(fiber re-inforced plastics), are many times lighter and stronger
than their metallic counterpart.
They resist, corrosion, weather,
flame and impact. They also require less labor and energy to produce
and transport. For these and other reasons, these plastics represent
a high performance sector of the plastics industry that holds a great
promise for engineers, architects and designers.

Germany's ICE train features an interior design that offers a variety of seating
alternatives.

Amenities, such as this bar car in the TGV Altantique, sen/e to draw travelers away from
airlines; other innovations range from nurseries to business centers.

A cutaway view of the Astra Dome car of GM's Train of Tomorrow,

The Vixen Motorhome uses fiberglass, exterior body panels and composite fiberglass and
encapsulated balsa floor.

Over 600 lives have been saved from off-shore disasters by the Whittaker Survival
Capsule

It is a lightweight, self-righting capsule, that is constructed of flame retardant

polyester resin, reinforced by glass fiber. The capsule has withstood oil si.ck fires with
peak temperatures of 1.986 degrees F, for seven minutes while maintaining an interior
temperature of 95.7 degrees F.
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GSM

Because of its modular design, the GSM vehicle can be assembled as a taxi, delivery van,
service truck, four-wheel-drive vehicle, police cruiser, ambulance or an all purpose
"people mover." Bodies made of composite material can be set up and molded in a matter
of hours.

Tooling and pre-production costs are a fraction of what a similar vehicle with

a metal body would cost.
COMPOSITE BUMPER BEAM

COMPOSITE OOOft
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The three faces of NDI' s versatile Pulsar NX: a notch back coup, a sportback station
wagon, and a convertible that can double as a truck.

^^^The Talbot fVlatra Murena is double unusual-its entire body is made of resin transfer
molding and seats three passengers abreast.
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A recent project by Pasadena College of Design students has toilet, sink and shower move
around a single column which conceals plumbing.
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